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In the past decade, the national preoccupation has been on the crisis in secondary schools. Lurking behind the
intractable problem of low pass rates, the dysfunctional schools and the small number of higher grade mathematics and
science graduates is the calamity in primary education. Drawing on the work of researchers in a range of fields including
psychology, sociology, anthropology, linguistics, economics, the health sciences, and mathematics education, this book
documents the depth and scope of the primary education crisis and provides a comprehensive and rigorous explanation
of its causes. Primary education in crisis pulls together the wealth of research on health, poverty, resources, language
and teaching as factors in academic achievement in reading, writing and mathematics. At the centre of the book is an
analysis of the published studies that systematically document what teachers teach and fail to teach, and why it is that
teaching is at the heart of the crisis in primary education. The author suggests that there are no quick fixes, but only hard
choices and that, for reform to succeed, it must be evidence-based.
Contemporary concerns in mathematics education recognize that in the increasingly technological and globalized world,
with concomitant change in population demographics (e.g. immigration, urbanization) and a change in the status of
languages (e.g. English as a dominant language of science and technology) multilingualism in classrooms is a norm
rather than an exception. Shifts in perspective also view language not simply as an instrument for cognition with all
learners equipped with this instrument in service of learning, although clearly in the classroom that remains of
importance. Rather, it is now also being acknowledged that language use is inherently political, so that the language that
gets official recognition in the classroom is invariably the language of the powerful elite, or the dominant societal
language, or in the case of post-colonial contexts the language of the colonisers. From this socio-political role of
language in learning quite different issues arise for teaching, learning and curriculum for linguistically marginalized
learners than that of cognition (e.g. immigrants, second language learners, other). Policies on language in education are
being considered and re-considered with specific reference to mathematics teaching and learning. Given the policy
environment, globally the proposed publication is timely. This edited collection draws on recent, emerging insights and
understandings about the approaches to improving policy and practice in mathematics education and mathematics
teacher education in multilingual settings. It presents, and discusses critically, examples of work from a range of contexts
and uses these examples to draw out key issues for research in education in language diverse settings including
teaching, learning, curriculum and fit these with appropriate policy and equity approaches. With contributions from all
over the world, especially novice researchers in low income countries, this book is a valuable resource for courses in
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Mathematics Education and related social sciences both at the graduate and undergraduate levels, as well as for
students of international development.
A wide-ranging guide to language and society in South Africa. The book surveys the most important language groupings
in the region in terms of wider socio-historical processes; contact between the different language varieties; language and
public policy issues associated with post-apartheid society and its eleven official languages.
"Anyone who thinks that South Africa's problems began with the Afrikaners and apartheid should read this book."
—Richard Dowden, The Independent "... should remain the last word for the foreseeable future." —Choice "Peires is the
premier historian of the Xhosa people. He speaks the language, knows the terrain, has collected oral traditions and has
made an exhaustive study of the documented sources. The result is a fascinating and authoritative account of this
astonishing catastrophe... The Dead Will Arise is fine scholarship and a good read. " —The Washington Post, Book World
" [Peires] has done a splendid job, combining a narrative of epic tragic sweep with a deep grasp of the Xhosa language
and society... this is a powerfully wrought work, one of the best in recent years on a precolonial South African people... "
—African Studies Review "... The Dead Will Arise is remarkable for its clarity and accessibility.... It is bold, imaginative
challenge to an orthodoxy which has persisted for one hundred and thirty years. The sophistication and scope of its
analysis and its breath-taking literary style qualify The Dead Will Arise for the accolade 'brilliant.' " —International Journal
of African Historical Studies "... gripping reading. It is now one hundred and thirty years since the tragic events of the
Xhosa Cattle-Killing and yet this book is the very first thoroughly researched and authoritative account ever to be written
on the subject." —Journal of Religion in Africa "One of the great strengths of this study is the rich biographical material
that Peires provides on the various personalities involved in the incident." —American Historical Review Drawing on
private letters, spy reports, oral traditions, and obscure Xhosa texts, Peires explains for the first time the motivations
which drove 100,000 Xhosa to kill their cattle, destroy their crops, and slowly starve to death—an extraordinary event that
has defied historical explanation for over 130 years.
After Apartheid
The Dead Will Arise
The Bantu Languages
Language of Instruction in Tanzania and South Africa (LOITASA)
Why South African Schoolchildren Underachieve in Reading and Mathematics
Primary Education in Crisis
"Postcolonial Polysystems: The Production and Reception of Translated Children s Literature in South
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Africa" is an original and provocative contribution to the field of children s literature research and
translation studies. It draws on a variety of methodologies to provide a perspective, both product- and
process-oriented, on the ways in which translation contributes to the production of children s
literature in South Africa, with a special interest in language and power, as well as post- and
neocolonial hybridity. The book explores the forces that affect the use of translation in producing
children s literature in various languages in South Africa, and shows how some of these forces
precipitate in the selection, production and reception of translated children s books in Afrikaans and
English. It breaks new ground in its interrogation of aspects of translation theory within the
multilingual and postcolonial context of South Africa, as well as in its innovative experimental
investigation of the reception of domesticating and foreignising strategies in translated picture
books. The book has won the 2013 EST Young Scholar Prize."
This groundbreaking study on the psycholinguistics of spelling presents the author's original empirical
research and explores the theoretical framework underlying the relationship of children's ability to
write to their ability to speak.
Medium of instruction policies in education have considerable impact not only on the school performance
of students and the daily work of teachers, but also on various forms of social and economic
(in)equality. In many multiethnic and multilingual countries, the choice of a language for the medium
of instruction in state educational systems raises a fundamental and complex educational question: what
combination of instruction in students' native language(s) and in a second language of wider
communication will ensure that students gain both effective subject-content education, as well as the
second-language skills necessary for higher education and employment? Beyond this educational issue of
choice of language(s) of instruction, medium of instruction policies are also linked to a range of
important sociopolitical issues, including globalization, migration, labor policy, elite competition,
and the distribution of economic resources and political power. The contributors to this volume examine
the tension between the educational agendas and other social and political agendas underlying medium of
instruction policies in different countries around the world, and unravel the connections between these
policies and the related, critically important educational, social, political, and economic issues.
Medium of Instruction Policies: Which Agenda? Whose Agenda? is intended for scholars and specialists in
education, language policy, sociolinguistics, applied linguistics, and language teaching, and is
intended for use in graduate and advanced undergraduate courses on language education and language
policy.
This book examines the crucial issues affecting Human Rights Education in contexts of culture,
religious and societal diversity. It exhibits an impressive scholarly achievement, capturing and
combining the insights of both established academics and emerging researchers. Each author succeeds in
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distilling the knowledge of their particular fields of interest, as well as conveying the essence of
their intuitive understanding and the richness of the context. This book considers a variety of
connected content and methodological issues in three major sections: ‘Philosophical and policy
perspectives’, ‘Gender discourses: diverse perspectives’ and ‘Discourses on narratives as safe spaces’.
The Edition is further strengthened by allowing international reviewers the opportunity of engaging
with the contributors in the Introduction and Conclusion, an innovative departure from conventional
formats and which will provide a global perspective to the readers. The focus of the various chapters
succeeds in establishing both a foundation and platform for dialogue surrounding human rights and human
rights education in modern policy and governance. Aptly named “Safe Spaces”, the Edition offers indepth and credible (“safe”) nuances (“spaces”), in terms of the somewhat reified concept of human
rights, at a time when human rights remains a highly topical and contested international issue. As
such, the book imparts an immense scope of theoretical and empirical perspectives, reflected by the
distinguished intellectuals who navigate the terrain of their respective disciplines with profound
erudition. This book represents a collaborative effort of immeasurable value. This exemplary edition is
both timeous, and will prove timeless.
Descriptive Writing eBook
Teaching and Learning Mathematics in Multilingual Classrooms
Journal of Psychology in Africa
Drum
Intshuntshe
Multilingual classroom contexts

Dintshontsho tsa bo-Juliuse Kesara is a translation into Setswana of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, by the renowned South African
thinker, writer and linguist Sol T. Plaatje, who was also a gifted stage actor. Plaatje first encountered the works of Shakespeare
when he saw a performance of Hamlet as a young man; it ignited a great love in him for the works of the Elizabethan dramatist.
Many years later he translated several of Shakespeare's plays into Setswana in a series called Mabolelo a ga Tsikinya-Chaka /
The Sayings of Shakespeare.' Dintshontsho tsa bo-Juliuse Kesara went to print five years after Plaatje's death, in 1937, published
in the Bantu (later, African) Treasury Series by the University of the Witwatersrand Press. His translations of Shakespeare's plays
into Setswana helped to pioneer and popularize a genre, the drama script, that was previously not well known in Southern Africa. It
also showcased the rich range of Setswana vocabulary and served Plaatje's aim of developing the language.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third International ICST Conference on eInfrastructure and e-Services for Developing Countries, AFRICOMM 2011, held in Zanzibar, Tansania, in November 2011. The 24
revised full papers presented together with 2 poster papers were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions.
The papers cover a wide range of topics in the field of information
and communication infrastructures. They are organized in two
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tracks: communication infrastructures for developing countries and electronic services, ICT policy, and regulatory issues for
developing countries.
The authors provide an account of how a child's reading and spelling develop which goes beyond the early years. They describe a
new theory about the learning that goes on in the later stages of reading and spelling, and they make the educational implications
of this theory clear.
In order to understand the relationship between social innovation and the reimagining of the knowledge economy necessary to
reorient higher education most fully towards the public good, we must draw from the experiences of those working on the front
lines of change. This collection represents diverse voices and disciplines, drawing together the critical reflections of academics,
students and community partners from across South Africa. The book seeks to bring together theoretical and practical lessons
about how research methods can be used in socially innovative ways to challenge the ʻapartheidsʼ of knowledge in higher
education and to promote the democratization of the knowledge economy.
Study and Master Accounting Grade 12 CAPS Teacher's Guide
Focus on First Year Success
A Magazine of Africa for Africa
Beyond the First Steps
e-Infrastructure and e-Services for Developing Countries
Medium of Instruction Policies

Languages of Instruction: Policy implications for education in Africa
Study & Master Life Sciences Grade 10 has been especially developed by an experienced author team for the
Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). This new and easy-to-use course helps learners to
master essential content and skills in Life Sciences. The comprehensive Learner's Book includes: * an expanded
contents page indicating the CAPS coverage required for each strand * a mind map at the beginning of each
module that gives an overview of the contents of that module * activities throughout that help develop learners'
science knowledge and skills as well as Formal Assessment tasks to test their learning * a review at the end of
each unit that provides for consolidation of learning * case studies that link science to real-life situations and
present balanced views on sensitive issues. * 'information' boxes providing interesting additional information
and 'Note' boxes that bring important information to the learner's attention
Gerard Philippson is Professor of Bantu Languages at the Institut National des Langues et Civilisations
Orientales and is a member of the Dyamique de Langage research team of the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique, Lyon II University. He has mainly worked on comparative Bantu tonology. Other areas of interest
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include Afro-Asiatic, general phonology, linguistic classification and its correlation with population genetics.
The importance of the first-year experience is now well recognised. This collection of papers makes a
fascinating and important contribution to our understanding of students' transition to higher education. This is a
scholarly, engaging and illuminating text, that is relevant not only in the context of South Africa, but for anyone
interested in student learning in the first year of university education. David Gosling, Plymouth University
Tourism and Hospitality Studies
Languages of Instruction
South African national bibliography
Language of Instruction in Tanzania and South Africa - Highlights from a Project
A Study of First-grade Children
Learning for Success : Skills and Strategies for Canadian Students
Democracy came to South Africa in April 1994, when the African National Congress won a landslide victory in the first free
national election in the country’s history. That definitive and peaceful transition from apartheid is often cited as a model for
others to follow. The new order has since survived several transitions of ANC leadership, and it averted a potentially destabilizing
constitutional crisis in 2008. Yet enormous challenges remain. Poverty and inequality are among the highest in the world.
Staggering unemployment has fueled xenophobia, resulting in deadly aggression directed at refugees and migrant workers from
Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Violent crime rates, particularly murder and rape, remain grotesquely high. The HIV/AIDS
pandemic was shockingly mishandled at the highest levels of government, and infection rates continue to be overwhelming.
Despite the country’s uplifting success of hosting Africa’s first World Cup in 2010, inefficiency and corruption remain rife,
infrastructure and basic services are often semifunctional, and political opposition and a free media are under pressure. In this
volume, major scholars chronicle South Africa’s achievements and challenges since the transition. The contributions, all
previously unpublished, represent the state of the art in the study of South African politics, economics, law, and social policy.
The search for a means to an end to apartheid erupts into conflict between a black township youth and his "old-fashioned" black
teacher.
This book discusses "tourism and hospitality" from different perspectives and disciplines. In addition, this book, considering the
tourism and hotel management terminology, is expected to be a source book for the theoretical and practical scientific studies in
the fields which is in close relationship such as gastronomy, recreation and marketing.
This book highlights the need to develop new educational perspectives in which multilingualism is valorised and strategically used
in settings and contexts of instruction and learning. Situated in the current educational debate about multilingualism and ethnoPage 6/10
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linguistic minorities, chapter authors examine the polarised response to heightened linguistic diversity and how the debate is very
much premised on binary views of monolingualism and multi- or bilingualism. Contributors argue that the diverse linguistic
backgrounds of immigrant and minority students should be considered an asset, instead of being regarded as a barrier to teaching
and learning. From its title through to its conclusion, this book underlines the current perspective of multilingualism as
possessing cutting edge potential for transforming diverse classrooms into more inhabitable, more equitable and more efficiently
organised spaces for learning. This book will be of interest to scholars and researchers in educational linguistics, applied
linguistics, sociolinguistics, anthropological linguistics, pedagogics, educational studies, and educational anthropology.
Third International ICST Conference, AFRICOMM 2011, Zanzibar, Tansania, November 23-24, 2011, Revised Selected Papers
Beginning to Spell
Children's Reading and Spelling
Policy Implications for Education in Africa
Which Agenda? Whose Agenda?
Language in South Africa
This book covers research findings on the language and education situations in Tanzania
and South Africa. It outlines the policies governing language of instruction for
education in the two countries, and assesses the extent to which existing policies are
being implemented. It presents the history of the development of language policies in the
two countries and considers how they are actually working in practice at classroom level.
The contributors further consider the economic viabilities of language policies, and the
necessity to rationalise languages and dialects for education purposes.
This book presents a comprehensive, systematic approach to the development of learning
strategies.
Le ncwadi yemibongo izele yimibonga eyahlukahlekeneyo nenika umdla kakhulu. Le mibongo
iveza izinto ngezinto abafundi abadibana nazo imihla nezolo. This poetry book covers
various types of poems. Readers will find these poems very interesting.
A Xhosa prince reluctantly leaves the University College of Fort Hate and goes back to
the land of his ancestors to take his place as king of the Mpondomise. The clash of his
modem ideas and the traditional beliefs of his people mirrors the dash of the western way
of life with African custom and tradition -- church-people versus traditionalists, school
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people versus 'red-ochre people', boarding school activities versus the inkundla or
assembly at the royal place. The conclusion, that disaster can be averted only by the
willingness of opposing forces to work together for mutual comprehension of the
legitimate claims of tradition and modernity, gives a foretaste of the spirit that
governed modern South Africa's political transformation. Ingqumbo Yeminyanya -- The Wrath
of the Ancestors -- is a classic of Xhosa literature. A C Jordan has a keen eye for
detail, a delightful sense of humour and a dramatic style. Literal translations of Xhosa
images, idioms and proverbs transport readers to the Tsolo district and conjure up the
memorable speeches of the Mpondomise counsellors.
Transitions and transactions
Language, Grade 4-6
The Production and Reception of Translated Children's Literature in South Africa
The Wrath of the Ancestors
Senior High School and Beyond
Selected Regular Lectures from the 12th International Congress on Mathematical Education
Xhosa oral poetry has defied the threats to its integrity over two centuries, to take its place in a free South Africa. This
volume establishes the background to this poetic re-emergence, preserving and transmitting the voice of the Xhosa poet.
A child wanders too far into the Knysna Forest ... he never returns. Nine years later government officials working on a
census find a white child living with a Coloured family in the mountains beyond the forest. They take him away from the
stricken Fiela, who has brought him up as her son, and give him back to his 'original' family. Stunned and helpless,
Benjamin waits for Fiela to reclaim him. But, powerless against authority, Fiela never comes. Benjamin has to grow up
before he can go in search of the truth ...
The second graphic novel in the series of adaptations of Heather Brewer's New York Times best-selling series. Freshman
year stinks for Vlad Tod. Bullies still harass him. The photographer from the school newspaper is tailing him. And failing
his studies could be deadly. A trip to Siberia gives study abroad a whole new meaning as Vlad connects with other vampires
and advances his mind-control abilities, but will he return home with the skills to recognize a vampire slayer when he sees
one? In this thrilling sequel to Eighth Grade Bites, Vlad must confront the secrets of the past and battle forces that once
again threaten his life.
By far the majority of South African students get their schooling in a second language, which means that our classrooms
are multilingual. This state of affairs is not exclusive to our country, as can be seen in the many academic conferences on
multilingual learning and teaching. Terms like translanguaging and biliteracy appear in many articles and books that
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discuss the role language in education. What makes the multilingual nature of our South African classrooms challenging,
is the fact that many learners switch from one language of learning and teaching to another at various points in their
school career: from home language to English or Afrikaans after the foundation phase, from one language of learning and
teaching to another when they move to new schools, high school or tertiary institutions. This book is an attempt to
highlight the transitions; from home to school, from foundation to intermediate phase, from primary to high school, and
from high school to tertiary institutions.
The Multilingual Edge of Education
My Children! My Africa! (TCG Edition)
African Books in Print
The Chronicles of Vladimir Tod
Xhosa Poets and Poetry
Human Rights Education in Diverse Diverse
This book is based on chapters in a series of four books from the first five years (2002-2006) of the Language of
Instruction in Tanzania and South Africa (LOITASA) project. LOITASA is a NUFU-funded (Norwegian University Fund)
project which began in January 2002 and will continue through to the end of 2011. The chapters reflect the state of the
research at the end of the first five years of LOITASA in 2006 and were selected by reviewers independent of the project.
Motivation makes all the difference. And what's more motivating than the expectation of success? The instructions are
clear and to the point, so students can quickly get down to writing practice in these 64-page worktexts. Helpful prompts
pack the worktext lesson pages including illustrations, examples, and sample responses. Sample Content: book and movie
reviews, travelogue, a character sketch, fashions.
Includes Publications received in terms of Copyright act no. 9 of 1916.
This book comprises the full selected Regular Lectures from the Proceedings of the 12th International Congress on
Mathematical Education (ICME-12), which was held at COEX in Seoul, Korea, from July 8th to 15th, 2012. ICME-12 brought
together 4700 experts from 100 countries, working to understand all of the intellectual and attitudinal challenges in the
subject of mathematics education as a multidisciplinary research and practice. These selected Regular Lectures present
the work of fifty-one prominent mathematics educators from all over the globe. The Lectures cover a wide spectrum of
topics, themes and issues and aim to give direction to future research towards educational improvement in the teaching
and learning of mathematics education. This book is of particular interest to researchers, teachers and curriculum
developers in mathematics education.
Ninth Grade Slays #2
Reader's Digest Universal Dictionary
Postcolonial Polysystems
Perspectives Emerging from South Africa and Beyond
Challenging the Apartheids of Knowledge in Higher Education through Social Innovation
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Reinventing South Africa?
As well as a wealth of information on words, Universal Dictionary also contains facts about things, people, places and
events, and includes 120 maps.
Dintshontsho Tsa Bo - Juliuse Kesara
Nongqawuse and the Great Xhosa Cattle-killing Movement of 1856-7
Xhosa for Second-language Learners
Lesson Plan Book
Fiela's Child
Safe Spaces
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